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Abstract

In Possibilistic Decision Theory (PDT), decisions
are ranked by a pessimistic and an optimistic
qualitative criteria. The preference relations in-
duced by these criteria have been axiomatized by
corresponding sets of rationality postulates, both
à la Neumann-Morgenstern and à la Savage. In
this paper we first address a particular issue re-
garding the axiomatic systems of PDT à la von
Neumann and Morgenstern. Namely, we show
how to adapt the axiomatic systems for the pes-
simistic and optimistic criteria when finiteness as-
sumptions in the original model are dropped. Sec-
ond, we show that a recent axiomatic approach by
Giang and Shenoy using binary utilities can be
captured by preference relations defined as lexi-
cographic refinements of the above two criteria.
We also provide an axiomatic characterization of
these lexicographic refinements.

Keywords: decision theory, possibility theory

1 Introduction: the basic framework
of possibilistic decision theory

In [3], an axiomatic qualitative counterpart of
Von Neumann and Morgenstern’s Expected Util-
ity Theory was proposed by Dubois and Prade
where uncertainty is modeled by possibility distri-
butions on the set of states or situations instead
of probability distributions.

In this framework, there is a (finite) set S of pos-
sible states and the uncertainty about what is the
actual state of the world t is represented by a nor-
malized possibility distribution !0 : S ! V with

values on a finite linearly ordered (l.o.) uncer-
tainty scale (V,", 0V , 1V ). Decisions are modeled
as mappings d : S ! X from situations to a finite
set of possible consequences (or prizes) X, where
d(s) denotes the consequence obtained by deci-
sion d when the state s occurs. Each decision d
induces a (normalized) possibility distribution on
consequences !d : X ! V defined as

!d(x) = max{!0(s) | s # S, d(s) = x},

A normalized possibility distribution on X is also
called a possibilistic lottery. We shall also use the
expression [!(x1)/x1,!(x2)/x2...!(xn)/xn] to de-
note a lottery ! with the convention that impossi-
ble consequences (consequences x with !(x) = 0)
are omitted from the list. The set of lotteries
will be denoted by !(X). Notice that !(X) is
closed under the operation of standard possibilis-
tic mixture defined as follows. Given n possibil-
ity distributions !1, ...,!n and n values from V ,
"1, ...,"n such that max("1, ...,"n) = 1V , then
["1/!1, ...,"n/!n] is the (normalized) possibility
distribution defined as

["1/!1, ...,"n/!n](x) = max
i=1,...,n

min("i,!i(x)) (1)

This possibilistic mixture construct allows to ex-
press not only simple lotteries but also compound
lotteries. Notice that each consequence x # X can
be viewed also as a lottery !x where !x(x) = 1V

and !x(y) = 0V for y $= x. When no confusion
exists, we will use x to also denote !x. With
this convention, we can consider X as included
in !(X). Similarly, we shall also denote by A
both a subset A % X and the possibility distribu-
tion on X such that !(z) = 1V if z # A and 0V

otherwise.
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In the framework of possibilistic decision the-
ory à la Von Neumann and Morgenstern, from
the decision maker point of view, a decision d is
equivalently expressed by the induced lottery !d,
hence, ranking decisions amounts to rank lotter-
ies. Therefore, the main concern will be on the
definition of preference relations in the set of pos-
sibility distributions on consequences (i.e. pos-
sibilistic lotteries) and the axiomatic systems of
rationality postulates which characterize them.

Given a utility function u : X ! U repre-
senting the decision maker’s preferences on con-
sequences, where (U,"U , 0U , 1U ) is a finite lin-
early ordered utility scale (a consequence x is
preferred to x! whenever u(x) >U u(x!)), the ba-
sic possibilistic model introduced by Dubois and
Prade [3] propose to define two preference rela-
tions among lotteries according to an optimistic or
a pessimistic criterion represented by Sugeno-like
integrals which generalize the well-known Wald’s
maximin and maximax criteria. Namely,

d &" d! i" QU"(!d | u) "Q U"(!!d | u),

d &+ d! i" QU+(!d | u) "Q U+(!!d | u),

where

QU"(!d | u) = minx#X max(n(!d(x)), u(x)),
QU+(!d | u) = maxx#X min(h(!d(x)), u(x))

with n = nU ' h, nU being the reversing invo-
lution on U and h : V ! U is an onto order-
preserving mapping linking the uncertainty and
utility scales.

Since U"(d) evaluates to what extent all possible
consequences of d are good, U" models a pes-
simistic criterion, while U+(d) represents an op-
timistic behavior by evaluating to what extent
at least one possible consequence is good. No-
tice that both criteria are qualitative in the sense
that they only involve the minimum, the maxi-
mum and an order-reversing operators.

In [3, 1], the authors study two axiomatic sys-
tems in the style of von Neumann and Morgen-
stern (VNM). Namely, the first set of rationality
postulates SP for a preference ordering ( on lot-
teries is the following one:

A1 (structure): ( is a total pre-order (i.e. ( is

reflexive, transitive, total.).
A2"(uncertainty aversion): ! " !! ) !! ( !.
A3(independence):

!1 * !2 ) [#/!1,$/!] * [#/!2,$/!].
A4"(continuity):

+! # !(X) ," # V s.t. ! * [1/x, "/x].
A4"(continuity):

+! # !(X) ," # V s.t. ! * [1/x, "/x],

where !1 * !2 means !1 ( !2 and !2 ( !1, and
x and x denote respectively a best and a worst
consequence according to (. The second system
SO consists of A1, A3 and

A2+(uncertainty attraction): ! " !! ) ! ( !!.
A4+(continuity):

+! # !(X) ," # V s.t. ! * ["/x, 1/x].

It is shown that a preference relation satisfying
the first axiom system SP can be represented by a
pessimistic utility function QU", and preference
relations obeying the second system SO can be
represented by a optimistic utility function QU+.
In [4], these two utility functionals are justified by
axiom systems in the style of Savage. The di"er-
ence is that in the VNM approach, a possibility
function on states is assumed to be given, whereas
in the latter approach such a function is deduced
from a preference relation on the set of actions.

These axiom systems were extended in [1] to cope
with generalized possibilistic mixtures operations
["1/!1, ...,"n/!n]! induced by a t-norm-like oper-
ation % on V :

["1/!1, ...,"n/!n]!(x) = max
i=1,...,n

"i % !i(x) (2)

Then, if one replaces the original mixtures (1) by
these ones in the above axiomatic systems, call
them S!

P and S!
O, it can be shown that the prefer-

ence relations obeying S!
P and S!

O can still be rep-
resented respectively by the following pessimistic
and optimistic utilities:

QU"
! (!d | u) = min

x#X
n(!d(x) % "x), (3)

QU+
! (!d | u) = max

x#X
h(!d(x) % µx), (4)

with n("x) = u(x) = h(µx), and n is as above.

In this paper we first show that a recent axiomatic
approach by Giang and Shenoy [6] using special
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bi-valued utilities can be captured by preference
relations defined as a lexicographic refinement of
the above two pessimistic and optimistic crite-
ria. Then we show how to adapt the axiomatic
systems for the pessimistic and optimistic crite-
ria when we abandon the assumption that the
uncertainty and utility scales U and V are fi-
nite and we take the real unit interval [0, 1] as
a common scale. Finally, using this new frame-
work, we also provide a new axiomatic charac-
terization of those lexicographic refinements, im-
proving a first approach described in [2]. No-
tice that refinements of possibilistic criteria by
means of lexicographic orderings (leximax, lex-
imin) have been also used in [5], not on the cri-
teria themselves but to compare the represen-
tative vectors ((!d(x1), u(x1)), ..., (!(xn), u(xn)))
induced by each decision d.

2 Giang-Shenoy’s utility systems

Remaining in the same possibilistic framework,
in [6] Giang and Shenoy propose the next system
SB of four axioms for a preference relation & on
lotteries with a min-based mixture operation (1).

B1(Total pre-order): & is reflexive, transitive and
complete.

B2(Qualitative monotonicity): for any ", µ # V
with max(", µ) = 1, ["/x, µ/x] & ["/x, µ/x]

if

!
"

#

(" " "! and µ = µ! = 1) or
(" < 1 and "! = 1) or
(" = "! = 1 and µ - µ!)

B3(Substitutability):
!1 * !2 ) [#/!1, µ/!] * [#/!2, µ/!].

B4(continuity):
+x # X, ,", µ # V s.t. x * ["/x, µ/x].

The authors show that this axiomatic system SB

is weaker than SP and SO and that preference re-
lations satisfying axioms B1 through B4 are rep-
resentable by utility functions PU similar to QU+

but taking values on a two-dimensional scale, but
still linearly ordered. Indeed, given a finite lin-
early ordered utility scale (W,"), one can define
a corresponding binary1 utility scale (UW ,.),
where UW = {(a, b) | a, b # W,max(a, b) = 1}
and the strict part of / is defined as:

1This is the term used by the authors.

(a, b) . (a!, b!) i" (a < a!) or (b > b!).

This gives the following linear ordering:

(0, 1) . ... . (x, 1) . ... . (1, 1)
. ... . (1, x) . ... . (1, 0),

for any 0 < x < 1 of W . Then, given a pair of
order preserving mappings k1, k2 : V ! W such
that ki(0) = 0, ki(1) = 1, and a binary utility
assessment of consequences u : X ! UW , the
utility function PU : !(X) ! UW is defined as

PU(! | k, u) = maxx#Xmin(k(!(x)), u(x))

where k(v) = (k1(v), k2(v)) for any v # V and
min and max denote the point-wise extension of
min and max to W 0 W . This kind of utility
function PU induces a total pre-ordering among
possibility distributions

! & !! if PU(! | k, u).PU(!! | k, u)

that satisfies the system SB , and conversely.

It can be shown that such pre-ordering can be
seen in fact as a lexicographic ordering in terms
of suitable evaluations of the pessimistic and op-
timistic utilities QU" and QU+. This is based on
the following trivial observation.

Lemma 1 Let a, b, a!, b! # W such that
max(a, b) = 1, and let n : W ! W the order-
reversing involution on W . Then:

(a, b).(a!, b!) i! (a, n(b)) "lex (a!, n(b!)) i!
(n(b), a) "lex (n(b!), a!)

where "lex is the lexicographic ordering on W0W
induced by the ordering " on W .

Now, given u : X ! UW , if we consider its projec-
tions u1, u2 : X ! U , i.e. u(x) = (u1(x), u2(x))
with the condition max(u1(x), u2(x)) = 1 for any
x # X, then we can express PU(! | u, k) =
(PU1(! | k1, u1), PU2(! | k2, u2)), where

PU i(! | ki, ui) = max
x#X

min(ki(!(x)), ui(x))

for i = 1, 2. Noticing that n(PU2(! | k2, u2)) =
QU"(! | k2, u$2), where u$2(x) = n(u2(x)), the
next representation it is just a matter of routine
checking.
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Theorem 1 The preference ordering induced by
PU(· | k, u) is the lexicographic refinement of the
ordering induced by QU+(· | k1, u1) by the or-
dering induced by QU"(· | k2, u$2) (or viceversa).
That is, for any lottery !:

PU(! | k, u).PU(!! | k, u)
i!

(QU+(! | k1, u1), QU"(! | k2, u$2)) "lex

(QU+(!! | k1, u1), QU"(!! | k2, u$2))
i!

(QU"(! | k2, u$2), QU+(! | k1, u1)) "lex

(QU"(!! | k2, u$2), QU+(!! | k1, u1))

However, notice that in this representation u1 and
u$2 are not independent utility assignments. In-
deed, since max(u1(x), u2(x)) = 1 for all x, then
min(n(u1(x)), u$2(x)) = 0, i.e. u1(x) < 1 implies
u$2(x) = 0.

3 Pessimistic and optimistic utilities
on [0, 1]

It is not di#cult to adapt the pessimistic and op-
timistic utility axiomatic systems S!

P and S!
O to

preference relations defined over ![0,1](X), the set
possibilistic lotteries with V = [0, 1], and mix-
ture operations (2) defined by an arbitrary t-
norm operation 1. In fact, it is enough to in-
troduce a uniqueness condition of the paramaters
" and µ in axioms A4" and A4+, and more-
over the whole framework becomes much nota-
tionally simpler. Indeed let us consider the ax-
iomatic systems S%P ! = {A1,A2",A3,A4!"} and
S%O! = {A1,A2+,A3,A4!+}, where

A4!": for all ! # ![0,1](X) there exists a unique
" such that ! * [1/x,"/x]%

A4!+: for all ! # ![0,1](X) there exists a unique
µ such that ! * [µ/x, 1/x]%

In the following 2 will denote the corresponding
dual t-conorm of 1 (i.e. 2(x, y) = 131(13x, 13
y)).

Theorem 2 A binary relation & on ![0,1](X)
satisfies the axioms S%P ! i! there exists u : X !
[0, 1] such that, for any !1,!2 # ![0,1](X), !1 &

!2 i! QU"
% (!1 | u) " QU"

% (!2 | u), where
QU"

% (! | u) = minx#X 2(13 !(x), u(x)),

Proof: 1. For each x # X there exists a unique
"x such that x * [1/x, "x/x]%. Then define u :
X ! [0, 1] by

u(x) = 13 "x.

It is clear that u(x) = 1. Notice that by axiom
A4!" x * [1/x, µ/x]% for some µ, then by axiom
A3, x = [1/x, 1/x]% * [1/[1/x, µ/x]%, 1/x]% =
[1/x, 1/x]%, hence u(x) = 0.

Notice that, by axiom A4!", one can check that
[1/x, µ/x]% * [1/x,"/x]% i" " = µ.

We define QU(!) = 1 3 "", where ! *
[1/x,""/x]%. So defined, due to axiom A4!",
QU is well defined and represents &. We want
to prove that QU = QU"

% (· | u):

• It is easy to check that QU and QU"
% (· | u)

coincide over the lotteries [1/x,"/x]%. More-
over, by definition of u, QU(u) = u(x) for all
x # X.

• QU([1/x,"/y]%) = min(u(x),2(13", u(y))).
Indeed, A4!" guarantees there exist # and
$ such that x * [1/x,#/x]% and y *
[1/x,$/x]%. Using A3, we have

[1/x,"/y] * [1/[1/x, #/x],"/[1/x, $/x]]
= [1/x, max(#,1(", $))/x].

Hence QU([1/x,"/y]) = 1 3
max(#,1(", $)) = min(1 3 #,2(1 3
", 13 $)) = min(u(x),2(13 ", u(y)).

• QU([1/!1, 1/!2]%) = min(QU(!1), Q(!2)).
Indeed, there exist # and
$ such that [1/!1, 1/!2]% *
[1/[1/x,#/x]%, 1/[1/x,#/x]%]%
= [1/x,max(#, $)/x]%, therefore
QU([1/!1, 1/!2]%) = 1 3 max(#, $) =
min(13 #, 13 $) = min(QU(!1), Q(!2)).

• QU(!) = minx#X 2(1 3 !(x), u(x)). Since
! is normalized, let xj such that !(xj) =
1. Without loss of generality assume j =
1. Defining !i = [1/x1,!(xi)/xi]% for i >
1, then ! = maxi>1 !i, hence QU(!) =
mini(QU(!i) = mini min(u(x1),2(1 3
!(xi), u(xi))) = minx#X 2(13 !(x), u(x)).
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This ends the proof. !

In an analogous form, one can also prove that a
binary relation & on ![0,1](X) satisfies the ax-
ioms S%O! i" there exists u : X ! [0, 1] such that
the utiltiy QU+

% (· | u), defined as QU+
% (! | u) =

maxx#X 1(!(x), u(x)), represents &.

4 Lexicographic Refinements: new
postulates

Let u1, u2 : X ! [0, 1] be a pair of utility
assignments such that with u"1

1 (1) 4 u"1
2 (1) $=

5 $= u"1
1 (0) 4 u"1

2 (0) and let x and x such that
u1(x) = u2(x) = 1 and u1(x) = u2(x) = 0. Fur-
thermore, for a given t-norm 1, consider the two
preference orderings on ![0,1](X):

! &"ui
!! if QU"

% (! | ui) " QU"
% (!! | ui),

! &+
ui

!! if QU+
% (!! | ui) " QU+

% (!! | ui).

Notation: in the rest of this paper, and for the
sake of a simpler notation, we will denote the 1-
mixture operation on ![0,1](X) simply by [...] and
not [...]%.

Let F u1,u2
% : ![0,1](X) ! U 0 U be the binary

utility functional defined by

F u1,u2
% (!) = (QU"

% (! | u1), QU+
% (! | u2)).

We can define then on ![0,1](X) the total pre-
ordering &lex induced by F u

% and by the lexico-
graphic ordering "lex on U 0 U . Namely,

! &lex
u1,u2

!! i"DEF F u1,u2
% (!) "lex F u1,u2

% (!!).

In other words, ! &lex
u1,u2

!! if either ! 6"u1
!! or

[! *"u1
!! and ! &+

u2
!! ]. The following proper-

ties of &lex
u are very interesting.

Proposition 1 The following properties hold:
(i) ! &"u1

!! i! [1/!, 1/x] &lex
u1,u2

[1/!!, 1/x].
(ii) ! &+

u2
!! i! [1/!, 1/x] &lex

u1,u2
[1/!!, 1/x].

(iii) For all x, x! # X, x &lex
u1,u2

x! i!
(u1(x), u2(x)) "lex (u1(x!), u2(x!)).

In view of these properties, let us consider the sys-
tem postulates S%PO = {A1,A3,L2,L4!,L5PO}
for a preference relation & on !(X)[0,1] where

L2: if ! " !! then [1/!!, 1/x] & [1/!, 1/x] and
[1/!, 1/x] & [1/!!, 1/x].

L4!: for all ! # !(X)[0,1], there exist unique
", µ # [0, 1] such that [1/!, 1/x] * [1/x,"/x]
and [1/!, 1/x] * [µ/x, 1/x],

L5PO: ! & !! i" either [1/!, 1/x] 6 [1/!!, 1/x]
or ([1/!, 1/x] * [1/!!, 1/x] and [1/!, 1/x] &
[1/!!, 1/x]).

where as usual x and x denote respectively a min-
imal and maximal elements of & over X.

Lemma 2 If A1,L2,L4! and L5OP hold, then
x & ! & x for all ! # !(X)[0,1]

Let x and x be respectively a maximal and min-
imal element of X w.r.t. &. We define two
new relations &" and &+ on !(X)[0,1] by putting
! &" !! i" [1/!, 1/x] & [1/!!, 1/x] and ! &+ !!

i" [1/!, 1/x] & [1/!!, 1/x].

Lemma 3 Let & satisfy A1,L2,A3 and L4!. Let
x and x be a maximal and minimal element of X
w.r.t. &. Then:
(i) x &" ! &" x, and x &+ ! &+ x, for all !.
(ii) &" satisfies the axioms S%P !.
(iii) &+ satisfies the axioms S%O!.

Theorem 3 A preference ordering & on
!(X)[0,1] satisfies the system of postu-
lates S%PO if, and only if, there exist
two mapping u1, u2 : X ! [0, 1] with
u"1

1 (1)4 u"1
2 (1) $= 5 $= u"1

1 (0)4 u"1
2 (0) such that,

for all !,!! # !(X)[0,1],

! & !! i! F u1,u2
% (!) "lex F u1,u2

% (!!).

Proof: One direction is easy. As for the other di-
rection, assume & satisfies (A1) through (L5PO).
By Lemma 3, its associated relations &" and
&+ satisfy the axioms S%P ! and S%O! respectively.
Therefore, by Theorems 1 and 2, we have:
• there exists u1 : X ! [0, 1] such that &"=&"u1

• there exists u2 : X ! [0, 1] such that &+=&+
u2

By Lemma 3, u1(x) = u2(x) = 1 and u1(x) =
u2(x) = 0. For every x # X, by axiom A4!",
there exists "x such that x *" [1/x,"x/x], hence
QU"

% (x | u1) = QU"
% ([1/x,"x/x] | u1), hence

u1(x) = 1 3 "x. On the other hand, by axiom
A4!+, there exists µx such that x *+ [1/x, µx/x],
hence u2(x) = µx.
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Finally, by Axiom L5PO, & is the lexicographic
ordering defined by &"u and &+

u , in other words,
we have for all ! and !!, ! & !! i" F u1,u2

& (!) "lex

F u1,u2
& (!!). !

It is easy to check that if we replace axiom L5PO

by axiom L5OP , where

L5OP : ! & !! i" either [1/!, 1/x] 6 [1/!!, 1/x]
or ([1/!, 1/x] * [1/!!, 1/x] and [1/!, 1/x] &
[1/!!, 1/x]).

then the axiom system S%OP =
{A1,A3,L2,L4!,L5OP } captures the pref-
erence relations over lotteries defined as the
lexicographic refinement of an ordering induced
by an optimistic criterion by an ordering induced
by a pessimistic criterion.

In these representations, the utility assignments
u1 and u2 are unrelated, except by the condition
u"1

1 (1)4u"1
2 (1) $= 5 $= u"1

1 (0)4u"1
2 (0) which says

that they share a maximal and a minimal element
of X. Finally we will show how to add suitable
postulates in order to guarantee that u1 = u2 or
that min(u1, 1 3 u2) = 0. In fact, consider the
following two postulates for all x # X:

L6: there exists " such that [1/x, 1/x] *
[1/x, (13 ")/x] and [1/x, 1/x] * ["/x, 1/x]

L7: if [1/x, 1/x] * [1/x,"/x] with " < 1, then
[1/x, 1/x] * [1/x, 1/x]

Theorem 4 A preference ordering & on
!(X)[0,1] satisfies the system of postulates S%PO
plus L6 if, and only if, there exists a single
mapping u : X ! [0, 1] with u"1(1) $= 5 $= u"1(0)
such that, for all !,!! # !(X)[0,1],

! & !! i! F u,u
% (!) "lex F u,u

% (!!).

Theorem 5 A preference ordering & on
!(X)[0,1] satisfies the system of postulates
S%PO plus L7 if, and only if, there ex-
ist two mapping u1, u2 : X ! [0, 1] with
u"1

1 (1) 4 u"1
2 (1) $= 5 $= u"1

1 (0) 4 u"1
2 (0) and

with u2(x) = 1 if u1(x) > 0, such that, for all
!,!! # !(X)[0,1],

! & !! i! F u1,u2
% (!) "lex F u1,u2

% (!!).

As a corollary of this last theorem, when1 = min,
the system S%PO plus L7 would be equivalent to
Giang and Shenoy’s system SB.

Finally, let us notice that in a very recent paper
[7], Giang and Shenoy still propose another ax-
iomatic system for decision making where uncer-
tainty is modeled by likelihood functions. Their
system of postulates is very similar to the system
SB described in Section 2, but using [0, 1] as un-
certainty and utility scales and lotteries with a
1-mixture operation with 1 being the product.
By analogous reasons of those in Section 2, the
system in [7] would be then be very close to our
system S%PO plus L7, for 1 = product.
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